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EAP 101
Employee Assistance as a Career

For Students and New Professionals
Presented by the Northern Illinois Chapter of EAPA in 
collaboration with the Student and New Professionals 

Outreach Committee

Cicely Johnson, LCSW, CADC - Perspectives, Ltd
Leo Miller, LCPC, CRADC - Haymarket Center

Paul Fitzgerald, Psy.D., CEAP - Adler University
Scott Cullen-Benson, LCPC, CEAP, SAP - American Airlines



Introduction

EAP is not typically covered well in graduate 
school professional development courses.

This session and panel discussion will help 
students, new graduates, and 
transitioning/interested mental 
health/substance abuse professionals learn 
more about EAP as a line of work and career.



Learning Objectives

1. Acquaint students and new professionals with the field of 
Employee Assistance

2. Learn how clinical and counseling professionals can foster 
interest in Employee Assistance as a career choice

3. Briefly review  historical and current trends in professional 
preparation of behavioral health clinicians for EA work

4. Review ways to increase awareness of EAP among entering 
students in social work, counseling, and psychology, and to 
make EA a career destination of choice



What is EAP ?
An EAP is defined as a worksite-based program 
designed to:

• Assist work organizations in addressing productivity 
issues

• Assist employee clients in identifying and resolving 
personal concerns, including, but not limited to 
health, marital, family, financial, alcohol, drug, legal, 
emotional, stress, or other personal issues that may 
affect job performance. 



What is EAP ? 
Employee Assistance Professionals are human behavior/clinical/organizational experts who:
• Assist employees and their families with a wide range of life issues and problems.
• Provide strategic analysis, guidance, and consultation throughout the organization
• Apply the principles of human behavior to enhance organizational performance, culture and 

business success.



What is EAP ?

Employee Assistance Programs
Serve Two Clients

EmployeesCompany/Organization



Types of EAPs
Internal Programs:
• Employs full-time internal staff members.

• Referrals may be made to off-site agencies and locations, but EAP's central office 
is usually located on-site.

• Commonly used in larger organizations that can achieve the economies of scale 
necessary to make this model cost-effective.

• External Programs:
• Vendors can provide either on-site or off-site locations that are used by multiple 

firms. The cost is set per employee annually depending on the size of the 
organization. Fees can also be assessed on an as-needed basis.

• “Hybrid” models -An external vendor places a clinician/account 
consultant onsite at a company or organization.



Types of EAPs
Integrated Systems - Centrally located internal EAP group that manages 
contracts with external service providers. May be combined with an 
employer's managed care / behavioral health care benefits.  

Consortia - health care coalitions, trade associations, and other types of 
affinity groups join together to offer EAP benefits to their employees. With 
a consortium, the costs to run the program are shared among the 
membership - thereby making these traditionally "big company" benefits 
available to smaller businesses.

Peer Assistance – this model utilizes coworkers to deliver EAP services. 
Employees (peers) are trained to be available to their co-workers and to 
provide varying types of assistance. May be a volunteer program. Used in 
settings where trust may be difficult (first responders, 
lawyers) and in labor unions.



Who “Does” Employee Assistance?

• Social workers 
• Counselors
• Psychologists 
• Marriage and family therapists
• Addictions counselors



History of EAP

• Occupational Alcohol programs: primary focus 
was on rehabilitating employees with substance 
abuse problems rather than terminating them. 

• Usually included disciplinary steps that required 
or strongly encouraged that the impaired 
employee participate in treatment/monitoring.

• Widening focus over time (“Broad brush”) 



EAP Counselors 

• In the early days, were primarily substance 
abuse counselors who worked inside the 
organization

• Many early EAP staff were in recovery 
themselves

• Assessment and referral, follow-up and 
monitoring were the main focus

• CEAP still allows for non-Master’s education



Some Additional Challenges
§ Professional disciplines’ roles can created constraints on ability to work with 

individuals, teams, and organizations simultaneously
§ Medical model – Client is MY responsibility

§ Pathology as “caused” by some interaction of biological social, and 
psychological factors

§ Traditional casework model (NASW, 1992) – Provide resources; client can take 
them or leave them

.



The Employee Orientation

• The way many of us in the field learned about our 
chosen field of practice

• Used primarily to sell organizations on EAP, and 
promote utilization of EAP by EE’s

• Strong emphasis on confidential, voluntary nature of 
programs

• Strong emphasis on “just making that first call” 
(utilization)



A Cynic’s View
“In addition to locating child care, planning home 

purchases, and providing sensitivity training on how 
not to use obscene, homophobic epithets at press 
conferences, EAPs assist employees with finding day 
care for elders … and insurance for pets, … choosing 
a college for one’s child…”

Weiss, R. M. (2010). Brinksmanship Redux: Employee Assistance Programs' 
Precursors and Prospects. Employee Responsibilities & Rights Journal, 22(4), 325-
343. doi:10.1007/s10672-010-9144-0



This Refers to a Famous Supervisory Referral…

• http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id
=2496753

http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=2496753


Other Cultural Norms of EAP/MAP

• The peer assistance tradition
• Impaired Professionals and high-accountability 

roles
• Critical Incidents and CISM especially after 

9/11/2001
• Follow-up and Monitoring  - a part of the 

intervention



EAP “Core Technology” (EAPA)

• Training and Consultation 
• Program promotion
• Assessment for employees
• Confrontation, Short-Term Problem Resolution, and 

Motivational Enhancement
• Referral (for treatment) and follow-up
• Resource development and provider 

relations for client companies
• Benefits design and management
• Outcome research on effects of EA svcs.
https://www.eapassn.org/About/About-Employee-Assistance/EAP-Definitions-
and-Core-Technology



The Personal Connection and EAP/MAP Impact

"I called my program leader and the son of a gun had me in detox the next day. He's 
telling me I got to go in for 30 days. I said, 'I can't afford the time off.' He said, 'You 
can't afford not to. You're gonna die otherwise.' Then he visited me in detox and 
stayed on me for months afterwards.“ (Don Perks, Steamfitters’ Union, in “Labor’s 
Loneliest Battles,” The Village Voice, May 22, 2001)

http://www.villagevoice.com/2001-05-22/news/labor-s-loneliest-battles/

http://www.villagevoice.com/2001-05-22/news/labor-s-loneliest-battles/


Assessment and Referral

• Often provided in a 1-3 session model
• Intended to lead to either STPR or to a referral for 

psychotherapy, higher level treatment, or concrete 
services

• In the old days, often meant referral for inpatient or 
residential CD treatment

• For supervisory (formal) referrals, often means 
referral to external provider



State of the Art: EAP Assessment

• Safety (Suicidal/homicidal, child or elder 
abuse, domestic violence

• Addiction(s) – chemical or process
• DSM-5 including co-occurring conditions
• Stressors
• Support System (or lack of one)
• Inner Resources (Strengths) and level of 

functioning



Short-Term Problem Resolution

• NOT the same as “Brief solution-focused 
therapy” (Though may use it)

• Intended to address problems that don’t 
require psychotherapy or more intensive 
counseling

• Should not be used as the first “N” sessions of 
psychotherapy



Short-Term Problem Resolution

• Uses clients’ own strengths to allow 
improvement in coping with stressful 
situations

• Can involve fostering insight and giving 
suggestions

• Also includes support and listening
• Often includes helping employees and family 

members with difficult choices



Monitoring and Follow-Up
• Often lasts for up to a year for supervisory referrals
• May or may not be done for self-referrals. Should be done 

whenever there is a referral made to an external treatment 
provider.

• Focus is on whether the employee is consolidating gains made 
and can make lasting changes.

• In the old days, typically meant AA and sponsor.



Supervisory Consultation
• Usually offered as a free service to client organization 

as part of contract
• Encourages supervisors/managers to call EAP before 

they have to take action
• Skilled EA staff guide supervisor through a process and 

plan
• EAP needs to be aware of policies esp for drug and 

alcohol offenses and sexual harassment



Supervisory Consultation  
• Supervisor should focus on job performance
• Supervisor should avoid diagnosing, enabling
• Teaching constructive (caring) confrontation
• Progressive discipline and the EAP as a tool
• Accountability (employee and supervisor) and 

documentation
• In team or workgroup conflict, look at each employee’s 

job performance objectively



Training and Seminars
• EAP Orientation for employees
• EAP supervisory training and drug/alcohol 

awareness/policy training
• Stress management and wellness
• Special topics: Difficult people, civility, diversity, harassment

• Good trainers are present, “on,” and connect with 
employees & managers



Critical Incident Services

• Deaths, violence, accidents, injuries
• Organizational change, mergers, down-sizing
• Services for larger or societal traumas (9/11, 

pandemic)
• Group (debriefing, defusing, psychological first 

aid)
• Individual services (1:1) on site



Work-Life Services

• Started as a way to address absenteeism and 
“presenteeism” (not having mind on work)

• Began with legal, financial, and child and elder care 
referrals (things that could be stressors)

• Expanded into “Convenience” services – Pet sitters 
and travel agents (Concierge)

• May be handled by a separate vendor (Work-life 
provider)



Synergy of Work/Life and Clinical

• Call for financial problems: Assess for compulsive 
gambling

• Call for divorce attorney: Consider possibility of 
domestic violence or chemical dependency

• Call for elder resources: Consider stress management 
suggestions

• Call for advice on a workplace problem: Assess for 
other personal or family issues



Health & Wellness Services

• Direct employee services
– Health Risk Assessments and coaching (most 

aggressive)
– Stress Management programs
– Wellness Training Seminars (Least aggressive)

• Condition & Disability Management Programs 
(General or specific, e.g., Depression)

• Benefit Plan Design and Research



Organizational Consultation

• Evaluation designs and processes

• Recommendations

• Organizational consultation models:
– Needs Assessment – good for program setup (What kind of EAP 

services do you need?)

– Process Consultation (Schein, 1999) – good when there is an 
organizational problem

– Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider, 2004) – good when organization is 
seeking to be a better workplace



How is EAP Counseling Different 

from Therapy?
• It’s OK to help clients solve problems

• It doesn’t matter whether it’s a referral to a pet sitter 

or a referral to a rape crisis center, as long as that is 

what the client needs.
• Can be active, educational, confronting (as long as 

client’s welfare is first priority)

• First contact may be only contact – for now



Clinical Skills to Use in EAP

• Cognitive-Behavioral approaches including 
REBT

• Mindfulness, relaxation, and other behavior 
therapy approaches

• Solution focused (What’s going right)

• Family Systems and Communication 
Approaches

• Psycho-Educational approaches



Case example - EAP vs. Health Benefit:
“My kid needs counseling. He won’t listen.”

Calling the EAP
• Why are you calling now?

• What have you been trying?

• What could you do differently?

• How could your response be  maintaining the situation?

• How is this affecting your work?

• Consider parenting advice, readings, classes.

• Cost to family and benefit plan: None.

Calling Provider in Network
• Let’s schedule an appointment.

• What are the symptoms?

• How long has it been going on?

• Consider medication.

• Start individual therapy with family participation.

• Child feels stigmatized, parents discouraged.

• Cost: Several hundred to several thousand dollars.



EAP as Training Experience for Students and New Professionals

• Schools want to see that students get plenty of 
challenging yet manageable cases

• Students seek skillful supervision
• Supervisors provide role models to emulate
• Students get to use best practices in psychology, 

social work, and counseling, as well as ethics, and 
collaboration

• EAP is a fast-paced environment



EAP Services That Can Provide Training to Graduate Students

• Standard client counseling sessions
• Training Presentations for employees and supervisors 

(Shadowing)
• Phone intake and assessment, phone counseling (hotlines, 

etc).
• Supervisory consultations (Shadowing, taking phone 

referrals if appropriate)
• Organizational Assessment
• Policy development



Systemic Approach to 
Organizational Consultation

• Ask yourself, “What’s going on here?”
• Avoid focusing on “Who’s got the problem?”
• Look at the adaptive value of existing ways of doing things (Structures, rules, roles, 

expectations, assumptions)
• Consider how changing any of these might affect the whole picture (“What if?” 

exercises)
• How is it that “what worked before” no longer works?



Encouraging Trainees to Process OD

• Step back – disengage from being “caught up 
in” the situation

• De-construct the systemic issues and 
structure:
– Communication patterns
– “Silos”
– Implicit and explicit missions and goals of groups
– Needs (Individual and organizational)



Challenges to Developing New EA Professionals:

Licensing Issues

• There is no EAP license in most states (Some have LEAP)

• Licensing at independent level may require experience that’s 

difficult to acquire in an EAP job (e.g., Illinois, which requires all 

face-to-face post-Master’s experience for LCPC)

• Licensing exams contain little or no EA-related content

• Anyone can call themselves EAP’s (e.g., NASW’s “EAPRefer” 

website)



• EAP “Doesn’t give enough opportunity to do real clinical work” (Not true)
• “Too much case management” (A value judgment)
• Limited or outdated view of what EAP’s do

– Just a payment method or benefit system (Sometimes, but not always)
– A mandatory form of referral (Usually not true)
– Only alcohol or drug related (No longer true)
– No confidentiality (Not true)

Perceived Drawbacks to Doing 
EAP Work



How EAPA/Chapters Can Help

• EAPA committed to encouraging students and 
transitioning professionals to consider EAP

• Seminars like this one
• Student volunteer opportunities at conferences
• Student board representative
• CEAP Refresh (EACC) – New “on-ramps” and learning 

modules



What You Need to Do EAP:

Clinical Skills

• Listening (Sometimes all the client needs)

• Presenting a helpful demeanor (incl. phone)

• Assessment (Emphasizing functionality rather than 

pathology)

• Prioritizing problems (e.g., CD, DV)

• Referral – Casework skills, connecting, doing some of the 

heavy lifting for clients

• Motivational Enhancement



What You Need to “Do” EAP:
Customer Service Skills

• Responsiveness
• Never say “Can’t”
• Anticipating needs
• Bailing them out of a jam
• Attention to detail and the moment (customer experience 

empathy)
• Win-win outlook
• Understanding why they do the work they do and valuing 

their efforts and accomplishments



What You Need to “Do” EAP:
Organizational Skills

• Supervision knowledge and skills
• Coaching ability – identify the issues and create 

potential solutions with managers
• Team and organization assessments
• Working with stakeholders
• Change Management and CISM interventions
• Appreciating org culture, fostering quality 

communications, respect



And… Appreciating The Work 
Sphere of Life



For clinicians who are not EAP’s

• How can you and the EA profession benefit each other?

• How can you support EA as a profession?

• What can you learn as a clinician from EAP?

If we don’t promote and familiarize ALL clinicians 
with EAP, we risk having ineffective affiliates and 
referral resources



Questions and Panel Discussion

Thank you!


